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Ivan Kudyk
Forum name: #GemBox.Spreadsheet Feature Request

NET Core is so far the most perspective way to make cross-platform applications on C#. I
wish there was a support for GemBox in .NET Core so that UNIX-like OS holders could write
applications using GemBox.
Comments (10)
Howard Richards
6 years ago
I just came to check if .NET core was supported yet. If it was I'd be upgrading, since we plan
to start using .NET core in the future.
ibrahim surani
6 years ago
We plan to port our product to UNIX-based OSs and need Gembox to support .Net Core
Tomasz
6 years ago
Any news on this?
Mario at GemBox
6 years ago
Hi, We are currently working on this, we will release a version of GemBox.Spreadsheet for
.NET Standard. Unfortunately, at this moment I do not have its exact release date,
nevertheless if I were to guess I would say that a new version should be available within a
month or two. Regards, Mario
Paul
6 years ago
As well waiting for netcore version. Could you please inform when it is released.
Mario at GemBox
6 years ago
Hi, You can "Subscribe" to this feature request in order to get a notification for any change
that occurs with it. Note that the feature request status will be changed to "Completed" when
this new version becomes available. Regards, Mario
Clayton
6 years ago
Do you have an updated guess on when the new version will be released? We have been
waiting on this release and it is getting at the end of your original guess.
Mario at GemBox
6 years ago
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Hi, We're currently finishing some work, after that we're in the final stages of the release. If
everything goes as planned, the new version should be available within 1 - 2 weeks. Regards,
Mario
Mario at GemBox
5 years ago
Hi, This feature request has been implemented and is available in the latest versions of
GemBox.Spreadsheet. Regards, Mario
Mario at GemBox
3 years ago
Hi, Also, a related feature request (cross-platform support for saving to PDF) has been
implemented as well and is available in the latest versions of GemBox.Spreadsheet. Regards,
Mario


